Isn’t all about honor and recognition?

**The Trump Doctrine 2017**

**Trump recognizes Jerusalem**

Anyone wishing to dispute comments presented…

714-964-4056

1. **GOT HONOR? | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!**
2. **A Just Society: Honor required. | Scanned Retina - A Resource for the People!**
3. **Thank you Jon Roland. – But it is really a matter of Honor! | Scanned Retina Resource**
4. **Honor ALL American Heroes! | Scanned Retina Resource**
5. **The American Award of Honor – Let us not dishonor our Heroes by associating with a Fraudulent Congress! | Scanned Retina Resource**
6. **Honor – Real Honor! | Scanned Retina Resource**
7. **HONOR – THE LACK OF… A conversation with Judge Anna von Reitz | Scanned Retina Resource**
8. **Jacob Lew: In whose honor do you serve? | Scanned Retina Resource**
9. **All Public Servants in Dishonor – Fraud! | Scanned Retina Resource**
10. **The Right and Only Honorable Harry Accornero Asks? | Scanned Retina Resource**
11. **Americans: A Personal Message from the only American State Legislator – The Honorable Harry Accornero! | Scanned Retina Resource**
12. **Duty, Honor, Country! The Randy Due Case | Scanned Retina Resource**
13. **Justice…A matter of Honor | Scanned Retina Blog**
14. **To our fellow Americans in uniform. Please know that true Americans honor you every day! | Scanned Retina Blog**
16. **The People Consider Evicting Squatters – Public Servants who Dishonor their Oath. | Scanned Retina Blog**
17. **National Hero – Chief Justice, The Honorable Roy Moore | Scanned Retina Blog**
18. **Hard to believe? Honorable members of Fountain Valley City Council…. | Scanned Retina Blog**
19. **Mr. Mayor, Honorable members of Fountain Valley City Council | Scanned Retina Blog**
20. **The Honorable Ann Bressington, of the Australian Parliament, exposes… | Scanned Retina Blog**
21. **South Australian Legislative Council Member, exposes… | Scanned Retina Blog**
22. **This man is presidential. He is truthful, honorable and an American. And you…Obama? | Scanned Retina Blog**
23. **Adding honorable would insult the integrity of the American people | Scanned Retina**
24. In a word…HONOR! | Scanned Retina Blog
25. Randy Due: Non-Judicial Remedy for failure of public servant to honor oath of office | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
26. Without Honor…A Man is not a Man!
28. To Honorable Americans—only you know who you are— A proposal for your consideration!
29. The Bundy’s – Attention Americans…Will your lack of honor and courage permit them to carrying your water? | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
31. Judge Anna—Right— “Nasty” would be accurate to those with no honor! | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
32. Memorial Day 2016 – Honoring those who protected liberty — | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
33. Attention FBI Investigators 17-JUN 16: Honoring your oath is not an option or bargaining chip | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
34. 11Sep16 – honor | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
35. 12sep16-you-have-already-recognized-me-as-a-blamer-from-you-i-accept-that-as-a-badge-of-honor | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
37. 24-NOV-16: Betrayal by Honor-less Criminal Impersonators | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
38. Hagen Smith/ Honoring the men and women dedicated to protecting the People! | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
40. The honorable Richard L Koenig publicly declares | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
41. Oh Really Judge Anna—you honor me with your criticisms | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!
42. The honor of the American people ends with the people. | Scanned Retina – A Resource for the People!